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Interactive Dog Toy Cheerble Wickedbone

The Cheerble Wickedbone Interactive Dog Toy
Wickedbone from Cheerble will work well for both indoor and outdoor play. You can control it with the app and choose between 3 modes.
Made of polycarbonate, it is resistant to damage and safe for your pet. You can replace the sides of the toy with new ones if needed, you
can also easily keep it clean.
 
Interactive and smart
The toy from Cheerble comes with 3 modes and 9 different movements that you can set through the app. All you have to do is pair your
smartphone with the Wickedbone. There is also the option to combine movements, depending on your pet's needs. The app works with
Android and iOS. 
 
Durable
The  toy  is  made of  damage-resistant  polycarbonate,  it  is  also  non-toxic  and  safe  for  pets.  You  can  also  replace  the  side  parts  with  a
different color. You can charge it with a USB cable. It only takes about 60 minutes for Wickedbone to be ready to work again.
 
Brand
Cheerble
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Name
Cheerble Wickedbone
Model
C1702
Suitable for
dogs
Material
polycarbonate
Dimensions
151.5 x 64 mm
Weight
300g
Battery capacity
500mAh
Charging time
60 min
Wireless connectivity
Bluetooth 4.0, 2.4 GHz
Entry
DC 5V 1A max.
Operating temperature
0ºC ~ 40  ºC 
Maximum speed
3.5 m / s
Signal range
up to 2 m
Color
white

Price:

Before: € 47.5026

Now: € 45.01
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